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Abstract 

 

When we consider any financial transaction, we need to consider a set of aspects, which are 

related to that transaction. Following are some of those aspects: 

• Information involved in the transaction (Bushman & Smith, 2001) 

• Mode of transaction (Brown & Ryngaert, 1991) 

• Comparative market price scenario (Rosenzweig & Parry, 1994)  

While considering the measurement of these aspects, it is possible that mostly two types of 

errors will occur in these aspects. Following are those errors: 

• Systematic error: this error occurs because of measurement bias (Meredith & Millsap, 

1992). This error changes owing to some constant value or dependent factor in the variables. 

• Random error: this error occurs, when repeated measurement results in dissimilar results 

(Church, 1964). The results are uncorrelated in nature. 

As financial transactions, involve several groups of stakeholders at the same time, it is needed 

to be ensured that information asymmetry is not present among those parties. If the 

measurement basis is not free from all errors, then certainly the interests of the stakeholders 

can never be aligned. From a decision-making perspective, this phenomenon can prove out to 

be harmful for firms, as in a competitive global scenario failure in acquiring right information 

in terms of measurement basis can bring forth disparity among stakeholders and can result in 

augmented unsystematic risk for business operations (Kaplan, 1989). From efficient market 

hypothesis point of view, the stakeholders must also get hold of the proper financial 

information of firms, so that they can expect an assured return out of their investment. From 

this perspective, it can be said that the measurement basis is needed to be free from all errors. 
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